C

al Poly Pomona’s polytechnic ethos runs deep. It’s been part
of the curriculum from its inception, giving students what
they need to thrive and adapt in a changing world of work.

1930s

Cal Poly opens on 150 acres in San Dimas
in 1938 as the all-male Voorhis Unit of
California State Polytechnic College,
San Luis Obispo. Agriculture service and
inspection, citriculture, deciduous fruits
and landscape gardening make up the
curriculum — all of it requiring students
to get their hands dirty.

1940s

In 1949, Cal Poly enters its first float
in the Rose Parade, working with
zero experience, a budget of $258,
no committee and a 90-day deadline.
“Rocking Horse” wins the Award of
Merit.

1950s

Engineering classes begin on the Kellogg
campus in Pomona in 1957 during a building
boom. Today, the College of Engineering
has the largest civil engineering
undergraduate program in the nation.

1960s

Agriculture students use weather bureau
statistics to predict the days of planting
maturity and harvesting of specific crops.

1970s

Students compete for the first time in the
National Model United Nations program,
representing Poland. Despite having no
experienced delegates, the team receives
“Best Delegation” recognition.
More than 100 juniors and seniors in the
social services department participate
in community internship programs to
complement their classroom instruction.

1980s

In 1989, the Cal Poly Pomona Solar
Energy Team, led by Professor Mike
Shelton, starts to design, build and race
solar cars, eventually competing in the
United States, Australia and Japan.

1990s

The Center for Hospitality Management,
later renamed The Collins College of
Hospitality Management, opens its first
building, which includes classrooms,
offices, kitchen laboratories and The
Restaurant at Kellogg Ranch. The
restaurant puts students in charge,
allowing them to perform every function.
Crews break ground for the first phase
of the Lyle Center for Regenerative
Studies. The center gives students an
opportunity to come up with creative
solutions to environmental challenges.

2000s

The music department debuts its first
completely self-produced musical, “The
Fantasticks.”
Students showcase their diverse research
projects, from battling antibiotic
resistance to studying the impact of a
feed additive on young pigs, at the College
of Science’s inaugural Summer Research
Symposium.
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THE LEGACY OF
SUCCESS CONTINUES
An education steeped in experiential
learning prepares students for The Future
of Work. Here are just three significant
accomplishments in the past year:
The Cal Poly Pomona team of Michael Pham, Raghav
Handa, Gabriela Lopez and Alex Callahan (below)
won the NASA Glenn Research Center’s first University
Student Design Challenge. Their fully electric short
takeoff and landing aircraft, capable of carrying six
passengers, impressed the judges for its innovation and
feasibility. The team’s airframe design and the accuracy
of their calculations were among the difference-makers
in the competition.
Juniors Tim DenOuden,
Lauren Keyes and Alec
Hasegawa won the
Bronco Startup Challenge
for their product called
Bioscope, a device
that couples with a
smartphone to become
a microscope. Like many
students seeking the
$10,000 first-place prize,
they honed their skills at the inaugural Startup Academy,
a seven-week non-credit course that taught participants
the ins and outs of entrepreneurship. The top 10 teams
that pitched their ideas at the Bronco Startup Challenge
were invited to participate in a 12-week summer program
sponsored by the iLab (see page 18) to further develop
their business ideas.
Cole Frazier and Ashling Kelly received accolades
for their work at the 31st Annual CSU Student Research
Competition this spring. Frazier, who graduated in June
with a master’s in biological sciences, earned second
place in the Graduate Biological Sciences category
for his research on the “Effective Treatment of Azole
Resistant Candida Albicans in a Murine Ascending
Urinary Tract Infection with Liposomal Amphotericin
B Delivered by Bladder Lavage.” Kelly, who graduated
in June with a bachelor’s in political science, earned
second place in the Undergraduate Behavioral and
Social Sciences category for “Do Fact Checks Matter? An
Assessment on the Impact of Fact-Checking in a ‘PostTruth’ World.”
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